
Celebrity  Baby  News:  Gigi
Hadid  &  Zayn  Malik  Welcome
First Child

By Carly Silva

In the latest celebrity baby news, Gigi Hadid and Zayn Malik
welcomed  their  first  child  into  the  world  on  Wednesday,
September  23.  According  to  UsMagazine.com,  the  celebrity
couple announced the birth of their daughter with a sweet
black  and  white  photo  of  the  newborn’s  hand  on  Malik’s
Instagram.
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In  celebrity  baby  news,  Gigi  and
Zayn  have  welcomed  their  first
child,  a  girl.  What  are  some
perfect “push presents” to give the
mother of your recently born child?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Every mother deserves a little something after a difficult
delivery journey. If you’re looking for some perfect “push
presents” to give the mother of your recently born child,
Cupid has some advice for you:

1.   A  baby  book  journal:  A  baby  book  is  something  most
sentimental moms will love. Especially if she is a new mom,
writing  down  all  of  her  experiences  of  her  pregnancy  and
birthing story will be an important memory for her, and your
child may love to read it one day!

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Baby  News:  Vanderpump  Rules  Stars
Brittany  Cartwright  Jax  Taylor  Are  Expecting  First  Child
Together

2.  Mom jewelry: A push present doesn’t have to be something
for the baby; this gift can be about celebrating the mother
and everything she has been through in this special time in
her  life.  Think  about  buying  some  sort  of  jewelry  that
symbolizes motherhood, like a birthstone ring, interlocking
necklace pendants, or something engraved with “Mama.” These
types of gifts will make her feel so special as she enters
into motherhood.

Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Penn Badgley & Domino Kirke
Welcome First Child Together

3. A day of relaxation: If your baby comes unexpectedly, or if
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you don’t have enough time to plan out your push present, a
spa day is a great idea for a new mother. Buy a gift card so
that  she  can  use  it  whenever  she  pleases  once  she  has
recovered from delivery. Plan a day to watch the baby while
she gets some rest and relaxation for all of her hard work.

What are some other perfect “push presents” to give the mother
of  your  recently  born  child?  Start  a  conversation  in  the
comments down below!

Celebrity  Baby  News:
‘Vanderpump  Rules’  Stars
Brittany  Cartwright  &  Jax
Taylor  Are  Expecting  First
Child Together
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By Carly Silva

In the latest celebrity baby news, Vanderpump Rules stars
Brittany Cartwright and Jax Taylor are expecting their first
child together. According to UsMagazine.com, the reality TV
star  announced  her  pregnancy  on  Instagram  on  Monday  in  a
series of photos, and Taylor followed suit, adding a photo of
his wife showing off her baby bump.

In  celebrity  baby  news,  Brittany
and  Jax  are  the  latest  of  Pump
Rules stars to expect a baby. What
are  some  ways  to  prepare  your
relationship for becoming parents?

Cupid’s Advice:

Relationships are bound to change once you become parents. If
you’re  looking  for  ways  to  prepare  your  relationship  for
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parenthood, Cupid has some advice for you:

1. Discuss your expectations: Having a baby can be a big
change in your relationship, so it’s important to talk and be
realistic about what things will be changing. Having an open
conversation  about  what  your  expectations  are  for  your
relationship after the baby comes will help the two of you be
prepared and accept the changes.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Blac Chyna Says Raising Dream
Without Child Support Is Her Biggest Flex

2. Plan to prioritize your relationship: Even though your
relationship is bound to change after welcoming your first
child, remembering to prioritize each other can be a great way
to keep your relationship strong even while taking care of a
baby. Come up with a plan of ways to prioritize hobbies and
intimacy together after you become parents.

Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Emma Roberts Reveals Sex of
First Child with Garrett Hedlund

3. Do it as a team: Becoming a parent can be hard on your
relationship; that’s why it’s important to do it together.
While  raising  your  baby  will  be  a  challenge  for  your
relationship, the journey will also make the two of you even
closer as you do it together.

What are some ways to prepare your relationship for becoming
parents? Start a conversation in the comments below!

Celebrity  Baby  News:
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Katherine  Schwarzenegger  &
Chris  Pratt  Welcome  First
Child Together

By Alycia Williams

In  latest  celebrity  news,  Katherine  Schwarzenegger  has
welcomed her first celebrity baby with Chris Pratt. According
to  UsMagazine.com,  Schwarzenegger’s  brother  Patrick
Schwarzenegger  confirmed  the  news  saying  ”  “They’re  doing
great, she just got her a little gift.” Pratt’s car was also
spotted at a hospital in Santa Monica on Friday, August 7.
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In celebrity baby news, Katherine
and  Chris  are  proud  new  parents.
What are some tips for working as a
team with a newborn?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Welcoming your new baby is always going to be an exciting
moment to remember. However, newborn babies also come with a
lot of work and in that case you have to make sure you and
your partner work together. If you are just welcoming your
bundle of joy and is looking for tips to work as a team with
your partner, Cupid has some advice for you:

1. Split the work evenly: With a newborn baby there is going
to be a lot of things that need to be done on a daily basis.
You  and  your  partner  should  decipher  how  you  can  split
everything that needs to be done evenly, that way one person
isn’t doing way more than the other.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Katherine Schwarzenegger
Calls  New  Husband  Chris  Pratt  a  ‘Wonderful  Husband’  on
Father’s Day

2. Be there for each other: Welcoming a new baby to your
family is going to be hard on the parents physically and
mentally. Encourage each other push through the stress. When
your partner needs someone to talk to, don’t hesitate to sit
down and listen because you need each other more than ever
right now.

Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Nikki Bella Gives Birth to
1st Child with Artem Chigvintsev

3. Be consistent with baby care: You and your partner may have
different parenting styles, but it helps to communicate and be
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on the same page when it comes to baby care. If you don’t see
eye to eye on some aspects of parenting, talk through your
concerns and try to find a compromise that works for both of
you.

What are some other tips for working as a team with a newborn?
Start a conversation in the comments below!

Celebrity  Baby  News:  Nikki
Bella  Gives  Birth  to  1st
Child with Artem Chigvintsev
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By Alycia Williams

In latest celebrity news, Total Bellas star Nikki Bella gave
birth to her and fiancé Artem Chigvintsev’s celebrity baby on
Friday, July 31. According to UsMagazine.com, Bella posted a
photo of her son’s tiny hand and captioned the photo, “Our
baby boy is here and we couldn’t be HAPPIER and more in LOVE!
Everyone is safe and healthy.”

In celebrity baby news, Nikki and
Artem welcomed a baby boy. What are
some  ways  to  announce  your  new
arrival to family and friends?

Cupid’s Advice: 

New babies bring joy and happiness to the entire family and
all of your close friends. Sometimes trying to tell everyone
about the arrival of your baby can be a hassle and seem
extremely repetitive. If you are looking for ways to announce
your new arrival to the people closest to you, Cupid has some
advice for you:

1. Use social media: Instead of calling an texting everyone
one by one you can do what Nikki and Artem did and post
something to social media letting everyone know about your new
baby. That way you know that all of your followers know and
you’re friends and family can congratulate you through the
comments.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  News:  Pregnant  Nikki  Bella  Shares
Sweet Note to Fiancé Artem Chigvintsev

2. Plan a get together: After having your baby, you can plan
something small like a barbecue or house party and invite the
people closest to you. When your guests come. they’ll be able
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to meet the new addition to your family.

Related Link: Celebrity Exes: Nikki Bella Prays for John Cena
to Find Happiness

3. Send photos: You can have professional newborn pictures
taken of your baby or take pictures with your phone and send
them  to  your  friends  and  family.  It  can  be  through  text
message or you can mail them an actual photo. Either way
they’ll know about your little bundle of joy.

What are some other ways to announce your new arrival to
family  and  friends?  Start  a  conversation  in  the  comments
below!

Celebrity  Baby  News:  Elon
Musk & Grimes Change Newborn
Son’s  Name  to  Comply  with
California Law
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By: Alycia Williams

In latest celebrity news, Elon Musk and Grimes changed the
name  of  their  newborn  celebrity  baby  to  abide  by  the
California  Law.  According  to  UsMagazine.com,  the  celebrity
couple welcomed their son on May 4, and originally named him X
Æ A-12. Once the name was revealed, many were quick to point
out that according to the California State Constitution, names
can only use the 26 alphabetical characters of the English
language. The couple then changed their son’s name to X Æ A-
Xii. When questioned on social media about the name change,
Grimes replied, “Roman numerals looks better.”

In celebrity baby news, Elon Musk
and Grimes were forced to slightly
change their baby’s name. What are
some ways to compromise with your
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partner about baby names?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Expecting a baby is one of the most joyous feelings in life,
but picking the baby’s name can sometimes be a battle. It will
be one of the first decisions that you and your partner make
together as parents. For some ways to compromise with your
partner about baby names, Cupid has some advice below:

1. Hear each other out: In any relationship, it’s so important
that you listen to each other. You should both come up with
suggestions for the baby’s name and then listen to what you
both came up with and why. Although you may be head over heels
in love with the names that you picked, you may find that your
partner came up with something that you like better.

Related link: Celebrity Baby News: Kylie Jenner Reveals the
Name of Her Daughter, and Twitter Reacts

2. Narrow it down: Before you start throwing names at each
other, figure out what kind of names you both are interested
in. It can be long or short names, modern or old-fashioned
names, or maybe even unisex names. Whatever it is, come to an
agreement and go down that path together to look for names.

Related Link: Parenting Trend: Royal Baby Names

3. Take your time: Finding the perfect name for your baby
won’t be easy, but luckily you have nine long months to narrow
it down. Although you’re  eager to have a name for the baby,
understand that you may like one name today and then like
another a few months later. Sometimes naming your baby after
you meet them can be more efficient because the name you
picked  out  beforehand  may  not  match  your  baby’s  look  or
personality. Understanding that nothing is final until the
name is on the birth certificate is key!
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What are some ways you would compromise with your partner on
baby names? Let us know in the comments below. 

Celebrity Baby News: Anderson
Cooper Welcomes 1st Child Via
Surrogate

By Ellie Rice

In the latest celebrity news, Anderson Cooper welcomed his
first child via surrogate! Sharing the exciting news this past
week through his Instagram account, Cooper announced the birth
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of his son, Wyatt Cooper. According to UsMagazine.com, the
name Wyatt was chosen in honor of the Cooper’s late father. We
wish these two nothing but love and happiness in their future!

In  celebrity  baby  news,  Anderson
Cooper is a proud new dad to a baby
boy! What are some ways to prepare
your life for a child?

Cupid’s Advice:

Becoming a parent is a joyous and momentous occasion that many
look forward to in their lives. If you’re looking for ways to
prepare for this next step, Cupid has some advice for you:

1. Make sure you’re ready: The first step in gauging your
preparedness  for  pregnancy  is  checking  in  with  yourself.
Taking care of your mental and emotional health is crucial
before having a child. If you feel ready to become a parent
and prepared for all of the wonderful yet challenging years
ahead, then go for it. For those not quite there yet, take
your time. This is not something to rush into! Many women
invested in their careers or still exploring their lives have
frozen their eggs, so do some research if you feel that might
be an option for you.

Related Link: Relationship Advice: Susan Trombetti Talks Love
& Dating Amid COVID-19

2.  Financially  prepare:  Babies  are  expensive!  During  your
pregnancy planning, be sure that you are taking a realistic
look  at  your  finances.  You  want  to  feel  comfortable  and
supported while going through this process, so be sure to
save. Once your baby is born, consider opening an education
fund for them. As they grow up, continue putting money into
the account so once college rolls around you will all be
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ready!

Related Link: Single Celebrity Parents: Balance Your Career &
Parenting Like Sandra Bullock

3. You have support: It’s important that while you are going
through this exciting time, you have built a support network.
Whether that is through your partner, friends, or family, be
sure that you have people to lean on during this process.
Having loved ones to turn to and be by your side is definitely
a key part of preparing for a child.

What  are  some  ways  you’d  prepare  for  a  child?  Start  a
conversation  in  the  comments  below!  

Celebrity  Baby  News:  Gigi
Hadid  &  Zayn  Malik  Are
Expecting First Child
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By Ellie Rice

In the latest celebrity news, Gigi Hadid and Zayn Malik are
reportedly expecting their first celebrity baby together. This
exciting news came as a shock to fans who have been following
their  on-again-off-again  relationship.  According  to
UsMagazine.com, Hadid has always had her eye on motherhood and
starting a family with Malik. We can’t wait to see what the
future holds for these two!

In  celebrity  baby  news,  this
beautiful  couple  are  expecting.
What  are  some  ways  to
strengthen  your  bond  as  a  couple
before welcoming a child?

Cupid’s Advice: 

It’s important to strengthen your relationship and cement your
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love for one another before welcoming a child into your lives.
If you’re looking for ways to do this, Cupid has some advice
for you:

1. Explore: Once you begin your pregnancy journey, the next
few years of your life will be chaotic and full of sleepless
nights.  Take  this  time  before  that  happens  to  travel,
adventure, and check some things off your bucket list! These
experiences will strengthen your relationship and bond with
your partner, so when the time does come, you will both be
rock solid in your commitments.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Gigi Hadid and Zayn Malik
Love Wearing Each Others Clothes

2. Enjoy: As wonderful as parenthood is, at times you will
definitely miss being able to have one-on-one time with your
partner. Take this into consideration before you start your
pregnancy and really enjoy your relationship. Make time for
date nights and fun days out and about! This will really
strengthen your relationship because you are taking the time
to deepen your bond with each other.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Is The Weeknd’s New Album All
About Bella Hadid?

3.  Embrace:  If  you  have  any  lingering  issues  or  built-up
problems within your relationship, now is the time to solve
them. Not only will this strengthen your relationship, but it
will  also  eliminate  any  doubts  or  stress  you  have  before
embarking on this journey. Seek professional help or couples
therapy if you feel that will be more beneficial to your
relationship. Remember that open and honest communication is
the best method when strengthening your bond.

What are some ways you would strengthen your relationship in
this situation? Start a conversation in the comments below! 
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Celebrity  Baby  News:  Jenna
Dewan & Boyfriend Steve Kazee
Are Expecting

By Ahjané Forbes

In celebrity news, Step Up star Jenna Dewan is waiting for a
bundle of joy to arrive, as she is expecting a celebrity baby
with her boyfriend, actor Steve Kazee. This will be Jenna
Dewan’s second child. The celebrity parent had her first child
with her heart throb co-star and ex-husband Channing Tatum.
According to UsMagazine.com, Dewan’s celebrity ex was crying
while she was giving birth to their daughter. The Magic Mike
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star told the magazine, “I probably went to the bathroom four
times [at the hospital] and had a crying fit. Like, I’m just
like, ‘I don’t know what to do!’” Tatum later added that
“seeing the one you love in pain makes you feel bad, Men are
useless,  but  we  are  really  useless  during  [the  delivery
process].”

In celebrity baby news, Jenna Dewan
is preparing to welcome her second
child — her first with Steve Kazee.
What are some ways to prepare for
the birth of your second child?

Cupid’s Advice:

Welcoming  a  little  one  into  the  world  can  be  very  time
consuming and stressful if you aren’t prepared. Having your
second child should be easier, right? Not exactly! Sometimes
it can be easier if you have the same gender as you did
previously, especially if you have a lot of baby clothes and
bottles left over. Babies have a mind of their own just like
humans. They can’t directly tell you how they’re feeling, but
you’ll catch their drift once they start crying. The second
can be tricky and different for everyone. Cupid has some tips
and tricks to help you through this journey:

1. Don’t assume this will be easy: Every child and pregnancy
is different. Try to keep an open mind, especially with the
second child. Even though this is the second child, there’s
still a lot to learn about being a parent. Also, if you aren’t
the one having the child, be there for your partner.

Related Link: Parenting Advice: Plan To Fail and Be Okay With
It
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2. Don’t compare the two children: When the baby is born, it’s
okay to assume who they look like and whose personality they
might have. It is important that you try to not compare your
children in the beginning stages pf life. Yes, they might do
some of the same things that older brother or sister do/did,
but its not a good habit to keep comparing the two. You want
your baby to be their one person and not a younger version of
your first child.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Parenting:  Find  Out  What  Carrie
Underwood Is Doing Differently as a Second-Time Mom

3.  Relax:  Everything  will  work  out  fine  if  you  are  less
stressed.  The  baby  will  come  and  you’ll  be  fine.  Don’t
overthink  anything  or  expect  the  worse.  Just  hope  for  a
healthy and happy baby, because that’s truly all that matters.

How did you prepare for your second baby? Share your tips and
thoughts in the comments below!

Celebrity  Baby  News:  Jade
Roper & Tanner Tolbert Reveal
Baby Boy’s Name
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By Bonnie Griffin

In the latest celebrity baby news, Bachelor in Paradise’s Jade
Roper and Tanner Tolbert share their baby boy’s name two days
after his emergency home birth.  On August 1, Roper revealed
her baby’s name on Instagram saying, “Say hello to Brooks
Easton Tolbert!”  According to UsMagazine.com, this celebrity
couple welcomed their baby boy into the world on July 29th at
their home.

In  celebrity  baby  news,  Jade  &
Tanner  finally  revealed  their
newborn son’s name. What are some
ways  to  compromise  with  your
partner on baby names?

Cupid’s Advice:

When your expecting a child one of the hardest decisions to
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make can sometimes be coming up with a name you and your
partner agree on. It’s an important decision, and one you
cannot  change  once  it’s  been  made.  It  can  often  mean
compromises on both sides to come to an agreement. Cupid has
some advice on ways to compromise with your partner on baby
names:

1. Create a list: You and your partner can begin by each
creating a list of baby names that you like. Compare your list
and pick out any names you both put down. From there, you can
work through the names each of you like to make your decision.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Parents:  Former  ‘Bachelor’  Arie
Luyendyk Jr. Calls Wife Lauren the ‘Hottest Momma’

2. Family names: Family names can often be a sticking point
when one of you has a name you are set on passing down to your
child. If one of you has a family name you really want to use
consider using it as a middle name as a compromise. This way
the name gets incorporated without being the name used for
your child every day.

Related Link: Royal Celebrity Parents: Meghan Markle & Prince
Harry Are ‘Enjoying Each Day’ with Baby Archie

3. Find a common theme: If you are having trouble narrowing
down a name, start with coming up with a theme you both agree
on. Maybe you both know you want a unique name, or you can
agree you want your baby to have a traditional name. It isn’t
the final name but it is a good starting point that can help
you get there and come up with a name you can both agree on.

What are some ways you would compromise with your partner when
choosing your baby’s name? Let us know your thoughts in the
comments below.
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Celebrity  Baby  News:  Sean
Lowe Admits Wife Catherine’s
Third  Pregnancy  Happened
‘Sooner Than Planned’

By Bonnie Griffin

In celebrity baby news, Sean Lowe and Catherine Giudici are
expecting their third child. According to UsMagazine.com, the
celebrity couple had been planning for a future with three
children, but this third pregnancy came a little earlier than
they had planned. The former Bachelor star said they are still
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excited about the pregnancy, although “the idea of raising
three kids under three and a half years old [is] a little
daunting.” Ready or not, baby number three is on the way for
this couple.

In  celebrity  baby  news,  this
pregnancy  took  Bachelor  Nation’s
Sean  and  Catherine  by  surprise.
What are some ways to cope with a
surprise pregnancy?

Cupid’s Advice:

Not every pregnancy is planned for, but this doesn’t mean it’s
not a happy occasion. Still, an unexpected pregnancy can be a
lot to take in, and it can add unneeded stress if you are
surprised.  Cupid  has  some  advice  to  deal  with  a  surprise
pregnancy:

1. Ask friends and family for help: If this isn’t your first
child and you’re feeling a little overwhelmed talk to your
friends and family. Let them know you’re feeling tired and ask
them for help. If you just ask you may find that you have all
the help you need to bring your new child into this world.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Parenting:  Find  Out  What  Carrie
Underwood Is Doing Differently as a Second-Time Mom

2.  Remember  it  is  normal  to  have  negative  thoughts:  When
you’re surprised with a pregnancy every thought you have about
your upcoming bundle of joy may not be positive. That’s okay.
Being pregnant alone takes a toll on your body with morning
sickness,  fatigue,  stretch  marks,  and  more.  It  is
understandable that you might have a few negative thoughts
about having to go through all of that unplanned.
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Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Elin Nordegren Is Expecting
With Former Football Pro Jordan Cameron

3. Don’t panic: It may not feel like you have any time to get
ready for the baby, but you have nine months. All you really
need to worry about are the important things like a bed for
your baby, diapers, clothes, and a few supplies. If you cut
back on a few of the extras you splurge on you will find the
money you need to get what you need for your upcoming baby.

What are some ways you might handle a surprise pregnancy? Let
us know your thoughts in the comments below.

 

Celebrity Parents: Eva Mendes
&  Ryan  Gosling  Are  Running
Into  Trouble  Teaching  Their
Daughters Spanish
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By Bonnie Griffin

In  the  latest  celebrity  baby  news,  celebrity  parents  Eva
Mendes and Ryan Gosling are discovering that children learn
the  language  they  hear  the  most.  According  to
EOnline.com, Mendes, who is Cuban, wants her children to learn
Spanish, but the actress is finding that what the children are
actually learning is Spanglish. Mendez told The Talk that she
speaks “Spanglish, and that’s what they’re picking up. So it’s
adorable, but it’s technically not a language.” Even celebrity
children say the darndest things.

Even celebrity parents have issues
with  various  parenting  efforts!
What  are  three  tips  for  teaching
your child a foreign language?

Cupid’s Advice:

Teaching children a foreign language can be difficult, but if
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you start when they are young and remain consistent, you can
teach them to be bilingual. Cupid has some advice:

1. Start teaching them while they are young: Young children
have minds that absorb knowledge like a sponge. If you teach
your child both languages from the beginning, they will learn
quickly. When children are first learning to really speak,
typically at ages 2 to 3, they can learn words quickly, even
in two languages.

Related Link: Parenting Advice: How to Manage Being a Working
Parent

2. Teach them one word at a time: While formal lessons are an
option, they are not a necessity to teach your child a foreign
language. Use pictures and objects to teach them one word at a
time, teaching them that the object or picture can be called
two different things — one in each language they are learning.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Parents:  Inside  Kate  Hudson’s  Co-
Parenting with Exes Matt Bellamy & Chris Robinson

3.  Communicate  with  them  in  the  second  language:  Choose
specific times throughout the day where you communicate using
the second language. Another option for this method is to have
one parent communicate in English while the other communicates
with their child in the foreign language they are learning.
Consistency  is  key  when  your  child  is  learning  another
language.

What are some methods you may have used to teach your child a
foreign language? Share your thoughts below.
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Celebrity  Baby  News:  Blake
Lively  &  Ryan  Reynolds  Are
Expecting Baby No. 3

By Megan McIntosh

And baby makes three — babies, that is. Celebrity couple Blake
Lively and Ryan Reynolds have some news to share! According to
UsMagazine.com, while celebrating the premiere of Reynolds’
newest film, it was revealed that Lively is expecting her
third child. Lively and Reynolds are clearly happy to have a
big family with Lively saying, “All my eggs are in one basket,
and that’s my family…That’s where my heart is.”
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In celebrity baby news, Blake and
Ryan will soon be outnumbered. How
does  having  a  third  child  change
everything?

Cupid’s Advice:

When you have that first baby, everything is planned out. When
baby number two comes around, you find yourself a little more
relaxed. But, when baby number three hits? Life just gets a
whole lot crazier. Cupid has insight on what to expect with
baby number three:

1. Less worry: With baby number three, you no longer sweat the
small stuff. Everything doesn’t have to be perfect, just has
to be right for your family. You have less time and energy to
worry about the little things. By the third baby, you’ve also
realized that kids are pretty tough.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Baby  News:  Jenna  Bush  Hagar  Is
Expecting Third Child

2. Your kids have built-in playmates: With three kids, there’s
always someone for your kids to play with. You don’t have to
worry about taking them on playdates because the play mates
are built-in with siblings. Worried about teaching your kids
everything?  They  already  have  role-models  in  their  older
siblings, and are more likely to try new things with their
older siblings’ support.

Related Link: Parenting Advice: Cooking Fun with Your Kids

3. More to love: As Blake Lively said, your heart is with your
kids and there’s even more love to go around when your third
baby is born. There’s more cuddles, more hugs, more kisses,
just more. Your family is a team, and it’s always a good idea
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to add on another player.

How did your life change when your third child was born? Share
below!

Celebrity Baby News: Find Out
How Falling in Love with Ryan
Gosling  Changed  Eva  Mendes’
Mind About Motherhood

By Megan McIntosh
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Not everyone thinks that motherhood is for them, and sometimes
it isn’t. But, a lot of times it just takes the right partner.
Celebrity couple Ryan Gosling and Eva Mendes are examples of
this. According to EOnline.com, Mendes never really considered
being a mom until she fell in love with Ryan Gosling saying,
“Then it made sense for me to have…not kids, but his kids. It
was very specific to him.” She says that a partnership and
motherhood  has  shifted  her  focus  from  ambition  in  the
workplace to ambition in the home. Instead of working hard on
a movie set, Mendes says working at home with her children is
“challenging her in so many ways.” It’s definitely enough to
keep her occupied.

In celebrity baby news, Eva Mendes
changed her mind about motherhood
because  of  her  partner,  Ryan
Gosling. What are some signs your
partner will be a good parent?

Cupid’s Advice:

It can be difficult to know if you or your partner are ready
to have a child together. But there are always signs to look
out for that indicate whether your partner will be a good
parent:

1. Patience: If your partner is patient when it comes to
relationship squabbles, it’s a good indicator that they’ll be
a patient parent. Watch how they interact when it comes to
tiny annoyances. Kids know how to push all your buttons.

Related Link: Parenting Advice: 5 Steps to More Effective
Parenting

2.  Flexibility:  Is  your  partner  willing  to  accept  other
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people’s suggestions? If your partner is willing to be wrong
or to compromise, this is a good sign they’re flexible enough
to be a parent with you. You won’t always agree on parenting
methods, so flexibility is key.

Related Link: Parenting Tips: How To Set a Good Example For
Your Child

3. Emotions: Your partner doesn’t have to be super emotional
to be a good parent, but it is a good idea to look for signs
of affection. If your partner readily shows affection, this is
a good sign they’re ready to be a parent in the future. At the
same time, they shouldn’t be quick to anger.

What are some signs you look for to parent with you in the
future? Share below!

Celebrity Baby News: Bristol
Palin’s Ex Levi Johnston Is
Expecting His Fourth Child
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By Courtney Shapiro

In  celebrity  baby  news,  Levi  Johnston  will  have  another
addition to his family soon with wife Sunny Oglesby. This will
be the third child for the celebrity couple. Johnston also has
another  son  with  his  ex-fiancee,  Bristol  Palin.  According
to UsMagazine.com, Oglesby posted a photo on Instagram with
the caption,“We are excited to say a little present is on the
way. Baby Johnston #4 is due in July!” Palin praises both
Johnston and Oglesby for being great parents, and continues to
remain friends with the couple.

In  celebrity  baby  news,  Levi
Johnston  is  expecting  a  fourth
child.  What  are  some  ways  to
introduce  a  new  child  to  your
household?

Cupid’s Advice:
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How can you introduce a new child to your household? Cupid has
some thoughts:

1.  Include  your  children  in  the  preparation  for  the  new
baby: Let your current child or children see the ultrasounds
or touch the baby bump. It will feel more real if they are
going through the process with you, rather than just talking
about a new sibling.

Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Carrie Underwood Shares Sex
of Baby at 2018 CMAs

2.  Have  the  new  baby  give  a  present:  If  the  new  baby’s
siblings are young enough, then receiving a gift from their
new brother or sister will make them feel important. If the
siblings are older, make the gift celebratory for becoming a
sibling.

Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: ‘Bachelor’ Arie Luyendyk
Jr. and Lauren Burnham Are Expecting First Child

3. Give the other children jobs to do: This gesture can make
your other children feel important, if they are involved in
something that will benefit the new baby. They just want to be
included, and giving them the opportunity to help with tasks,
even  something  small,  could  help  reduce  fear  of  being
forgotten  or  left  out.

How did introduce another child into your home? Share with us
below!

Celebrity  Baby  News:
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‘Bachelor’ Arie Luyendyk Jr.
and  Lauren  Burnham  Are
Expecting First Child

By Courtney Shapiro

In celebrity baby news, former Bachelor Arie Luyendyk Jr. and
fiance, Lauren Burnham are going to be parents. The celebrity
couple is tying the knot in January of 2019, and they have
been living together in Phoenix since April. “I kind of had a
feeling that I might be pregnant. So my friend insisted on
bringing  a  pregnancy  test  over,”  Burnham  said
to UsMagazine.com, adding that she made her fiancé read the
results. “Arie came out with the test in his hand and tears in
his  eyes.  He  was  like,  ‘You’re  pregnant!’”  The  pair  is
preparing for their upcoming wedding, and practicing their
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parenting skills on their two dogs.

In  celebrity  baby  news,  there’s
a Bachelor baby on the way! What
are  some  ways  to  announce  a
surprise  pregnancy  to  family  and
friends?

Cupid’s Advice:

How can you announce a surprise pregnancy to your loved ones?
Cupid has some thoughts:

1. Have a big dinner together: Bring everyone in for a nice
family get together, and share the news then. It’ll be nice to
have the whole family in one place, and that way you can
deliver the news to everyone at the same time.

Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Amy Schumer Is Pregnant,
Expecting First Child with Husband Chris Fischer

2.Bring up the topic of babies: If babies are already being
talked about, it will be easy to mention you’re having one of
your own. Slip it in casually, and you’ll definitely get a
reaction from friends and family.

Related Link: Royal Celebrity Baby: Prince Harry Hopes First
Child With Duchess Meghan Is a Girl

3.Make something special for your loved ones:  Gather your
family together and share something that will lead up to the
reveal  of  the  pregnancy.  This  could  be  a  photo  album,  a
scrapbook, or another keepsake that can help share the news.

Have you announced an unexpected pregnancy? Let us know in the
comments below!
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Celebrity  Baby  News:  Amy
Schumer  Is  Pregnant,
Expecting  First  Child  with
Husband Chris Fischer

By Ivana Jarmon

Amy Schumer is pregnant! In celebrity news, Schumer announced
she  is  expecting  her  first  child  with  husband,  Chris
Fischer,  Eonline.com  reports.  The  actress  shared  the  news
through her friend Jessica Yellin’s Instagram, by sharing a
photo of her and her husband’s faces photoshopped onto the
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bodies of a newly pregnant Meghan Markle and Prince Harry
bodies. The happy news comes eight months after the celebrity
couple’s surprise nuptials in Malibu.

In  celebrity  baby  news,  comedian
Amy Schumer is expecting! What are
some ways to decide when the right
time is to have your first child?

Cupid’s Advice:

Hurting your ex is one of the last things you want to do if
you still care for them. Cupid has some ways to help you
decide when the right time is to have your first child:

1. Are you ready: Ask yourself are you ready for a child,
because having a baby changes everything. There are no take
backs once you have them. You will want to really give this
some thought and then talk to your partner.

Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Karlie Kloss Marries Joshua
Kushner Three Months After Engagement

2. Stability: Stability plays a big part in whether or not
someone chooses to have a baby. You would want to be mentally,
physically,  spiritually  and  financially  stable  to  bring  a
child into this world. But, if you do not have that stability,
that’s okay. You can do anything you set your mind to do.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Gwyneth Paltrow Gushes
Over Newlywed Life with Brad Falchuk

3. Love: Love is an important piece of the puzzle when it
comes to deciding when to have a child. If you don’t have love
in your relationship with the potential baby’s other parent,
then it’s probably best to wait.
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What are some ways to decide when the right time is to have
your first child? Share your thoughts below.

Royal Celebrity Baby: Prince
Harry Hopes First Child With
Duchess Meghan Is a Girl

By Courtney Shapiro

In royal celebrity baby news, Prince Harry is hopeful for a
baby girl with wife Duchess Meghan, as she is expecting their
child in Spring of 2019. While walking in Sydney Australia, a
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fan was heard yelling “I hope it’s a girl,” in which Prince
Harry responded, “So do I.” The celebrity pregnancy was first
announced at the beginning of the pair’s royal tour. According
to UsMagazine.com, the future dad talked about their future
child during an address at at Sydney’s Admiralty House saying,
“we  also  genuinely  couldn’t  think  of  a  better  place  to
announce the, er, upcoming baby. Whether it’s a boy or a
girl.” The couple will continue touring in the upcoming months
as they await the new addition to their family.

Prince  Harry  is  hoping  his  royal
celebrity baby is a girl. What are
some  ways  to  prepare  for  a  baby
girl?
Cupid’s Advice:

How should you prepare for a baby girl? Cupid has some tips:

1. Buy some clothes before she’s born: The clothes you buy
don’t necessarily have to be pink or frilly, but it’ll be
smart to purchase some outfits before the baby arrives. Select
a variety of clothing types, colors, and different prints that
way you have options ready.

Related  Link:  Royal  Celebrity  Baby  News:  Prince  Harry  &
Duchess Meghan Are Expecting First Child

2. Think of names: This can be done for both boys and girls,
but there tend to be more options when it comes to choosing
one for a girl. Find what speaks to you as a couple, and get a
list together, so you’re not scrambling when the baby comes.

Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: New Mom Cardi B Is Already
‘Embracing Motherhood’

3. Get everything prepared before birth: You don’t want to
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give birth with no preparation. Buy the things you need, set
up a bedroom or a space for the newborn, and let yourself
focus on delivering your baby.

How did you prepare for a baby girl? Share with us in the
comments!

Celebrity Baby News: New Mom
Cardi B Is Already ‘Embracing
Motherhood’

By Rhodesia Williams
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In  celebrity  baby  news,  it  looks  like  Cardi  B  is  loving
motherhood.  According  to  UsMagazine.com,  celebrity  couple
Cardi B and Offset just welcomed their celebrity baby girl,
Kulture. The birth of baby Kulture did nothing, but add more
love and smiles to this celebrity relationship. Sources say,
with  guidance  from  family,  Cardi  is  enjoying  motherhood.
Parenthood is just another notch added on Cardi’s belt of
accomplishments.

In celebrity baby news, it didn’t
take  long  for  Cardi  B  to  start
embracing motherhood. What are some
ways to adapt to parenthood?

Cupid’s Advice:

Being  a  first  time  parent  is  never  easy.  Between  being
extremely tired and overly careful, you need to remember to
breath and take your time. Cupid has some advice on way to
adapt to parenthood:

1. Ask for help: Never be afraid to ask for help. Your family
and friends are there to help. Asking for help will help your
transition into motherhood be a lot smoother. Getting ideas
from others can only help you. As a first time parent you are
not only exhausted but super cautious. Taking advice from
others can simplify your life and if you’re lucky, can get in
a little more rest.

Related Link: Product Review: Mom and Baby’s Favorite Baby
Clothes

2. Give it time: Give parenthood time. Nobody perfects it on
the first try. Your first child is when you learn and take
notes. As frustrated as you may get, count to 10 and breathe.
Don’t ever think parenthood is not for you. Time and patience
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will get you through. When you need a break or when things get
too stressful, don’tbe afraid to say it.

Related Link: Parenting Advice: You’re Never Too Old to Have a
Child

3. Stay positive: It is important that you stay positive.
While there will be some says where you cranky and feel like
you just can’t, remember, you can! While taking care of a
newborn seems much at first, just wait for the terrible twos.
By then you will be wishing your baby was a newborn again.
Keeping a positive attitude will help you get through your
rough patches. Enjoy your baby and stay positive.

What are some ways you would adapt to parenthood. Share below.

Celebrity Baby News: ‘Jersey
Shore’ Star Deena Cortese Is
Pregnant
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By Haley Lerner

In celebrity baby news, Jersey Shore star Deena Cortese is
pregnant and expecting a baby boy with her husband, Chris
Buckner. In an Instagram post, the reality TV star captioned a
photo, “Chris and I Decided to wait until we were ready to
spill  the  beans!  Now  that  we  are  safely  into  our  second
trimester.. us and our little monkey are ready to tell the
world Our little family is growing ! We have a sweet little
boy on the way! We Are truly blessed and our hearts are filled
with  so  much  joy  and  happiness  December  can’t  come  soon
enough! Daddy and Mommy can’t wait to meet you Christopher
John you are going to be the most spoiled little boy ever!!!!”
The Instagram photo shows the couple standing next to a sign
that reads “We’re so excited to say a little firecracker is on
the  way!  Baby  Buckner.  December  2018.”  According  to
UsMagazine.com,  Cortese  said  back  in  March  that  her  and
Buckner were trying to have a baby.
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In  celebrity  baby  news,
another Jersey Shore baby is on the
way!  What  are  some  ways  to
introduce  your  kids  to  your
friend’s kids?

Cupid’s Advice:

When you have a baby, it’s important to introduce your child
to the other important people in your life. Cupid has some
tips on how to introduce your kids to your friend’s kids:

1. Set up a play date: The first step to introducing your
children to your friend’s children is to actually set up a
time and place for the meet up to happen. Pick somewhere you
think your kid and theirs will be comfortable. Whether it’s
your house, a playground, or somewhere else, your kid will be
bound to have lots of fun!

Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: ‘Jersey Shore’ Star Deena
Cortese Is Engaged

2. Explain boundaries: Before the hangout, you should explain
to your friend what your own kid’s boundaries are and any
important things they should know. This way, your tots can
easily get along without any avoidable problems.

Related Link: Reality TV Stars Deena Cortese and Chris Buckner
Talk ‘Couples Therapy’ on VH1

3.  Plan  activities:  You  don’t  want  your  children  getting
bored, so make sure you and your friend have plenty of fun
activities planned for your children before introducing them
to each other. This way, they can easily have something to do
together.
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Have any more tips on how to introduce your kids to your
friend’s kids? Comment below!

Celebrity  Baby  News:  Jana
Kramer  Is  Pregnant  After
Suffering  Multiple
Miscarriages

By Rhodesia Williams

In celebrity baby news, One Tree Hill star Jana Kramer is
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expecting her second celebrity baby with husband Mike Caussin.
According to UsMagazine.com, This celebrity baby news comes
after the couple had previously suffered miscarriages in the
past. Jolie, the celebrity couple‘s two year daughter, will
now get to be a big sister! Kramer explained how emotional she
was and how her hormones were all over the place through the
miscarriages. Kramer believes, “If it’s meant to be, it will
be.” This celebrity pregnancy will finally give the couple a
second bundle of joy.

This  celebrity  baby  news  is  so
great considering the struggle Jana
Kramer went through. What are some
ways  to  support  your  partner
through a miscarriage?

Cupid’s Advice:

Miscarriages bring so many emotions but it’s important to
remain positive. Cupid has some advice on ways to support your
partner through a miscarriage:

1.  Emotional  support:  More  than  anything  else,  emotional
support  is  what’s  needed  at  such  a  sensitive  time.  For
whatever reason, it wasn’t meant to be at this time but it’s
nobody fault. Playing the blame game or arguing won’t help. Be
there for each other and remember, it is more than okay to
cry. As a couple, you both will need emotional support from
each other in order to heal. Don’t let this break you, remain
strong! You’re time will come.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Baby  News:  ‘Bachelor’  Alum  Vienna
Girardi Miscarries Twin Girls

2. Take some time: Just because you have a miscarriage today,
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don’t try to get pregnant again tomorrow. Give it time! Your
bodies will react to your stress and although you are trying
to hold it together on the outside, your heart and mind will
not be ready. Remind your partner to give yourselves time to
heal physically and emotionally. Take some time to not only
rest but to mourn your loss. As hard as it may be, time will
heal this wound.

Related Link:Courtney Stodden Suffers Miscarriage of Celebrity
Baby

3. Breathe: Although it may be difficult, remind your partner
to  breathe.  In  between  acting  like  everything’s  fine  and
random crying spurts, you have to catch your breath. When
going through something as traumatic as this, sometimes you
feel  like  you  literally  feel  your  heart  breaking.  It  is
important to remind your partner to breathe! This will all
pass and when the time comes, you will have your bundle of
joy. Until then, if nothing else helps, just remember to take
a deep breath.

What are some ways that you would support your partner through
a miscarriage? Share below

Celebrity  Baby  News:  Eva
Longoria Welcomes a Baby Boy
with Jose Bastón 
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By Haley Lerner

In celebrity baby news, Eva Longoria and her husband Jose
Bastón  welcomed  a  baby  boy  into  the  world  on  June  19.
According to Us.Hola.com, the celebrity couple named their son
Santiago  Enrique  Bastón.  The  proud  parents  told  the
publication “We are so grateful for this beautiful blessing.”
Longoria  first  confirmed  her  pregnancy  last  December  and
debuted her baby bump in Miami Beach soon after. The Desperate
Housewives actress has been looking forward to becoming a
mother for a while, as she told EOnline.com, “I can’t wait to
meet him. I just can’t wait to see what his personality is
like, what he looks like, how much hair he’s going to have.
There’s so much to look forward to, and it’s becoming more
real every day.”

In  this  celebrity  baby  news,  Eva
Longoria is now a mother! What are
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some ways to prepare yourself for
motherhood?

Cupid’s Advice:

Having a baby is exciting, but also nerve-wracking! Cupid has
some tips to prepare yourself for motherhood:

1. Ask for help: Before having your child, don’t be afraid to
reach  out  to  family  and  friends  for  help.  Ask  those  who
already have children what their experience was like and have
them  give  you  any  advice  you  may  need.  Also,  the  people
closest to you can help you with shopping, doctors’ visits and
more leading up to your due date to help make the whole
process easier for you.

Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Eva Longoria is Pregnant
with Her First Child!

2. Have “me” time: It’s important that before becoming a mom,
you take advantage of your child-free life. Spend some quality
time with yourself and go shopping, have a spa day and enjoy
your favorite television shows. You need to practice some
self-care before bringing a new life into the world.

Related Link: Eva Longoria Talks Celebrity Wedding and Future
Baby Plans

3. Connect with your partner: While you and your partner will
soon be parents, it’s important you two connect with each
other before things get very hectic. Make sure to spend some
quality time with your beau before your baby is born!

Have any more tips on how to prepare for motherhood? Comment
below!
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Celebrity Baby: John Cena Is
‘Willing to Have Surgery’ to
Give Nikki Bella a Child

By Haley Lerner

In celebrity baby news, John Cena said he is “willing to have
surgery” to give Nikki Bella a celebrity kid. According to
EOnline.com, in the latest episode of Total Bellas, the former
couple reunited for a candlelit dinner where Cena told Bella,
“I wanna marry you and relationship and marriage especially is
about sacrifice, and I will make that sacrifice for you. I
will give you a child.” “But you have the…” Bella said next,
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alluding to something preventing Cena from bearing children.
Cena replied by saying, “I know. I physically can’t have kids.
So, I’m also telling you that I’m willing to have surgery and
then still go through with being a dad.” Bella was clearly
impressed by Cena’s declaration of his commitment, so she
leaped across the table and into his arms. Bella later told
the WWE star, “Oh John, you’re gonna be the most amazing dad
in the world.” Cena then told Bella “Just tell me you love me
and that you’ll marry me. I love you and I’ll marry you,” to
which Bella agreed. The couple’s reconciliation and baby news
comes shortly after Cena made a public plea to win Bella back
on the Today show.

It looks like a celebrity baby is
definitely in the future for John
and Nikki. What are some ways to
know your partner will be a good
parent?

Cupid’s Advice:

Having a child is a big step to take in a relationship! Cupid
has some ways to tell if your partner will be a good parent:

1. Watch them with other kids: The way your partner acts
around other children is a great indicator of how good of a
parent they will be. If your beau is great at babysitting
children of family or friends, it’s likely they will be a
great  parent  as  well.  Your  partner  should  be  comfortable
around children and be able to have fun with them and keep
them safe.

Related Link: Celebrity Break-Ups: Nikki Bella Reveals the
Moment She Knew She Couldn’t Marry John Cena
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2. They’re a good friend: If your partner is someone that is
empathetic and always there for their friends and family, then
they will probably be a really good parent someday. Being a
good listener and advice giver are great traits for a future
parent.

Related Link: On-Again! Celebrity Couple Nikki Bella & John
Cena Are Back Together After Calling Off Wedding

3.  They’re  responsible:  You  don’t  want  to  co-parent  with
someone who can’t even keep their own life in order. If your
love is already very responsible, they will probably be able
to handle the task of having a child. Trust us, you’ll want
them to be when it’s 3:00 AM and your baby is in need of a new
diaper!

Do you know any more ways to tell if your partner will be a
good parent? Comment below!

Celebrity  Baby  News:  Diane
Kruger  Is  Expecting  First
Child with Norman Reedus
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By Rhodesia Williams

In celebrity news, celebrity couple Diane Kruger and Norman
Reedus are expecting their first child together. According to
UsMagazine.com, Kruger, 41, and Reedus, 49, began dating early
last year. They kept this celebrity baby news quiet initially,
but not quiet enough. The actress has been showing all the
signs of pregnancy; from not consuming alcohol to hiding her
baby  bump  at  the  Cannes  Film  Festival  to  also  posting  a
telling picture on Instagram.

In this celebrity baby news, Diane
Kruger is expecting with boyfriend
Norman Reedus. What are some ways
to  strengthen  your  relationship
prior to having a child?

Cupid’s Advice:
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While having a baby is a happy time, it can sometimes be
stressful on a relationship. Cupid has some advice on how to
strengthen your relationship prior to having a child:

1. Date night: Date night is a fun way to spend time together
and remind each other just how much you care for each other.
It will bring back those cute memories of when you first met,
or that time you accidentally tripped and fell because you
were nervous. Either way, this cute gesture is a stress-free
activity  to  enjoy.  This  is  your  time  together;  spend  it
wisely.

Related Link: Date Idea: Workout Together

2. Communication: Communication is one of the most essential
tools  when  it  comes  to  having  a  strong  relationship.
Communicating with your partner can literally make or break
your relationship. If nothing else, make sure you communicate,
because a simple misunderstanding can take a turn for the
worse. On the positive side, it is good to know what’s going
on in your partner’s world when you aren’t around. You also
don’t  want  them  to  feel  like  you  don’t  care,  because
ultimately, they will find someone else to talk to. We all
know the saying, “If you won’t, someone else will.”

Related Links: Dating & Technology Q&A: How to Use Technology
to Prevent Your Relationship Going Stale

3. Listen: Listening is important; it shows your partner that
you are there for them. Everybody wants to be heard, including
you, so give each other that time. Having someone listen to
you often gives validation  that what you have to say is
important, and sometimes people need that. More importantly,
when you are in a relationship, you are supposed to also be a
friend; what kind of friend would you be if you didn’t listen?

Do  you  have  other  suggestions  on  how  to  strengthen  your
relationship prior to having a child? Comment below
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Celebrity Baby News: Chrissy
Teigen & John Legend Welcome
Second Child

By Haley Lerner

In celebrity baby news, celebrity couple Chrissy Teigen and
John Legend welcomed their second child, a baby boy, into the
world on Wednesday. Teigen took to Twitter to announce the
news, tweeting, “Somebody’s herrrrrrre!” along with several
baby bottle emojis. Her “All of Me” singing hubby retweeted
the  news  soon  after.  According  to  UsMagazine.com,  Teigen
revealed her pregnancy in November 2017 with the help of her
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and Legend’s first child, Luna. Teigen posted an Instagram
video where she asks her daughter, “Luna, what’s in here?” as
she points to her belly, to which Luna responded “BB!” The now
mother of two captioned the clip, “it’s john’s!”

This celebrity baby news means that
Chrissy  and  John’s  daughter  Luna
now has a baby brother. What are
some  ways  to  prepare  your  first
child for the birth of your second
child?

Cupid’s Advice:

The more babies, the merrier! But, your first child might not
think so! Here are Cupid’s tips for preparing your little one
for the birth of their new sibling:

1. Talk to your child: Once the pregnancy is official, it’s
important you let your child know what’s going on. No matter
what  your  little  one’s  age  is,  it’s  important  to  explain
what’s going on. Explain that a baby is coming and that your
youngster is going to be a big brother or sister. Tell your
kid what to expect from the infant so they won’t be too scared
by imminent crying and smelly diapers. Letting your child hear
the news early on will give him or her time to accept it and
get excited.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Baby  News:  Chrissy  Teigen  &  John
Legend Are Expecting

2. Spend some quality time: Before your second bundle of joy
comes along, make sure to spend lots of special time with your
first born. Set special “dates” with your child to fun places

http://cupidspulse.com/121780/celebrity-baby-news-chrissy-teigen-john-legend-expecting/
http://cupidspulse.com/121780/celebrity-baby-news-chrissy-teigen-john-legend-expecting/


like  a  park,  children’s  museum,  the  zoo,  arts  and  crafts
studio, or other fun spots. Giving your kid special alone time
before becoming a big sibling will ensure he or she does not
feel forgotten.

Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Pregnant Chrissy Teigen
Reveals Sex of Baby No. 2

3. Gift giving: When it gets closer to the new baby’s due
date, help your first child in making or picking out a gift
for the new baby. This way, your child will start to feel a
connection with his or her new sibling. In return, pick out a
gift for your first tot that you can say is from your new
little  angel.  This  can  help  your  current  child  feel
appreciation  for  the  new  baby.

Have any other tips for preparing your first child for the
arrival of your second? Comment below!
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